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Abstract: The previously proposed phantom silhouette method is promising for converting ordinary
speech into whispered speech. It is a simple parametric method that uses high-quality vocoder-type
speech analysis and synthesis. An ordinary speech sample is first analyzed using the WORLD vocoder.
Then, based on the extracted spectral envelope, spectral features are manipulated so that the voice
sounds like a whisper. The target speech is synthesized by driving it with white noise instead of the
vocal source signal to make the whole speech sound voiceless. In this study, this method was applied
to singing voices to generate whisper voices. In addition to actual singing voices, virtual singers’
voices were generated using a Vocaloid voice synthesizer, and AI singers’ voices synthesized using a
NEUTRINO neural singing synthesizer were also tested to generate whisper voices from singing
voices.

Keywords: Noise-vocoded speech, Spectral envelopment, Voice conversion, Speech synthesis,
WORLD vocoder

1. INTRODUCTION

1.1. Whispered Speech Generation from Ordinary

Speech

The previously proposed phantom silhouette method is

a promising approach to converting ordinary speech into

whispered speech [1]. It is a simple parametric method

using a high-quality traditional WORLD vocoder [2,3].

The WORLD speech analysis/synthesis system has

been used in various applications, such as voice conversion

and statistical parametric speech synthesis. It first accu-

rately decomposes the speech waveform into the funda-

mental frequency ( fo), spectral envelope, and aperiodicity.

These elements can then be transformed to meet the user’s

needs. Next, it synthesizes new voices by integrating the

transformed fo, spectral envelope, and aperiodicity. To

that end, the phantom silhouette method makes it easy to

understand which parts of the speech sound can be

manipulated intuitively.

This ‘‘whisper conversion’’ method can be used for

already recorded speech, so it can also provide special

voice effects. For example, it has been used to create a

demonstration movie for auditory illusions as acoustical

teaching material [4,5].

1.2. Generating Whispers from Singing Voices

One possible application of this ‘‘whisper conversion’’

method is to convert singing voices into whispers. As in

the case of monologues, if recorded singing voices can

be subsequently changed into whispers, the freedom of

singing voice expression can be further expanded. This

paper reports on the conversion of not only ordinary speech

but also ‘‘singing voices’’ into ‘‘whisper voices’’ using an

improved version of the phantom silhouette method.

1.3. Converting Virtual/AI Singers’ Voices into Whis-

pered Voices

In terms of applicability, the ability to convert virtual

singers’ voices generated using such tools as Vocaloid,

Sinsy, and UTAU and AI singers’ voices generated using

such tools as CeVIO AI and NEUTRINO into whisper

voices would further expand the expressiveness of singing.

When using singing voice synthesis software, informa-

tion corresponding to the lyric text and musical notation is

input, and singing voices are synthesized and output. In this

process, the singing voice usually cannot be satisfactorily

produced with the system output as is, so fine-tuning the

pitch and timing of the singing voice, known as ‘‘singing

voice adjustment,’’ is currently required.

Given that enhancing the expressiveness of the singing

voice is already recognized as an essential process, there

should be little resistance to using new modules that can
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add additional expressiveness. If users find value in

creating their own singing voice through trial and error,

the whispering module will be helpful in the context of

singing voice synthesis.

1.4. Singing Voice and Phantom Silhouette Method

The phantom silhouette method was initially developed

to convert ordinary speech into a whisper voice. The

transition range of the fundamental frequency ( fo) of the

singing voice differs greatly from ordinary speech. In

addition, features such as ‘‘singer’s formant’’ may appear

in the spectral envelope, which is different from that in

ordinary speech. Therefore, actual human singing voices

must first be converted into whispers, which are then

listened to.

In addition to the actual singing voices, this study

tested the generation of synthetic singing voices using

singing voice synthesizing software for conversion into

whisper voices. More specifically, attempts were made to

generate whisper voices using an improved phantom

silhouette method from both virtual singers’ voices

synthesized using Vocaloid voice synthesis software [6]

and AI singers’ voices synthesized using a NEUTRINO

neural singing synthesizer [7].

2. ORIGINAL PHANTOM
SILHOUETTE METHOD

In the phantom silhouette method [1], the spectral

envelope of an ordinary speech sample is first extracted

using the WORLD vocoder. The envelope is then trans-

formed so that the speech sounds like a whisper. Finally,

a wholly devoiced pseudowhisper is created by driving

the manipulated spectral envelope using white noise

instead of the vocal cord sound source signal [8]. The

spectral envelope is converted using the following three

operations to manipulate the timbre

(1) Upward shifting of spectrum in F1 and F2 formant

frequency bands (F1–F2 frequency band)

(2) Compensation of breathy sound component in the

high-frequency range

(3) Suppression of low-frequency band in the spectral

envelope

The core of this method is noise-driven devoicing

transformation and low-frequency suppression of the

spectrum, which are referred to as ‘‘phantomization of

ordinary voice.’’

The procedure for adding the characteristics of a

whisper voice to the spectrum of ordinary speech is called

‘‘spectral silhouette compensation.’’ More specifically, it

is upward shifting of the F1–F2 frequency bands and

compensating for the high-frequency components.

2.1. Upshifting of F1–F2 Frequency Bands

In the case of whisper speech, the formants below

1,200 Hz are elevated compared with those of ordinary

speech [9]. Therefore, in ‘‘whisper conversion,’’ the

ordinary speech spectral frequency axis is partially ex-

panded or contracted on the equivalent-rectangular-band-

width (ERBRATE) scale, which corresponds to the critical

bandwidth of hearing.

A certain amount of shift is required for male voices.

Nevertheless, the increase in F1–F2 band is not as large for

female whisper voices as for male whisper voices. There-

fore, the amount of shift is controlled by the median value

of fo so that it is large for low- fo male voices and small for

high- fo female voices.

2.2. Compensation for High-frequency Components

Ordinary speech may lack high-frequency components

compared with actual whisper speech. The phantom

silhouette method compensates for high-frequency compo-

nents when generating whisper voices by manipulating the

spectral gradients in the high-frequency range (1.6 kHz to

10 kHz).

In general, more high-frequency compensation is

required for male whisper voices. Furthermore, the higher

the fo, the more compensation is required for both male

and female voices. Therefore, after male and female

voices are classified based on the median fo, the weighting

of high-frequency emphasis is corrected following the fo
value [1].

2.3. Low-frequency Spectrum Suppression

In whispered voices, the sound pressure level drops in

the range of frequency below 1 kHz [9]. Since amplitude

information from 570 Hz to 1,370 Hz plays an essential role

in phonological comprehension in noise-vocoded speech

[10], the transition range was set, and the low-frequency

range was suppressed while paying attention to phonolog-

ical comprehension.

2.4. Generation of Pseudowhisper Voice

After the three spectral transformations described

above, the WORLD vocoder uses the transformed spec-

trum as the basis for synthesizing a pseudo-whispering

voice by driving it with white noise.

3. APPLICATION OF IMPROVED
PHANTOM SILHOUETTE METHOD

TO SINGING VOICE

3.1. Specification Changes

In the original phantom silhouette method, the amount

of F1–F2 shift and high-frequency compensation usually

are adjusted following the median value of fo of the

original voice. However, in a singing voice, the behavior
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of fo is defined by the song’s melody. As a result, the

distinction between male and female voices, the shift

setting, and compensation amounts may not work well.

To address this problem, the specifications of the

phantom silhouette method were changed, and all param-

eter adjustments were opened to the user. The initial values

of both the amount of F1–F2 shift and high-frequency

compensation were set at temporary values, and fine-tuning

was left to the user. The cut-off frequency of the spectral

low-frequency suppression was also made adjustable.

Users can thus freely manipulate the parameters while

creating the desired voice tone.

A single-function module program was created to

enable the independent use of various applications. It can

be run by specifying a wave file and the parameters on a

command line.

3.2. Application to Actual Human Singing Voices

3.2.1. Source material samples

Three male voice and three female voice samples from

the JVS-MuSiC voice corpus [11] were used (High,

Middle, Low-Key). The songs were nursery rhymes such

as ‘‘Spring Creek (Haru no Ogawa),’’ as shown in Fig. 1.

The original singing voices were sampled at 24 kHz,

with 16-bit linear quantized speech data, and the pitch and

tempo were not modified after the recording.

3.2.2. Conversion to whisper voices

The actual singing voice was input into the phantom

silhouette module to convert it into a whisper voice. When

the conversion parameters were appropriately adjusted to

whisper voice, it was possible to obtain the same or better

quality than with the original phantom silhouette method.

The whisper voice generated from the actual singing voice

is shown in Fig. 2.

When users utilize whispers in music, the original

singing voice data and the whisper voice data are imported

as separate tracks into a digital audio workstation, such

as the Steinberg Cubase Pro (ver. 10.5.30). The original

singing voices are then muted when using the whisper

voices.

3.3. Application to Virtual Aingers’ Voice

3.3.1. Source material samples

A Yamaha Vocaloid voice synthesizer (ver. 5.6.3),

which is based on concatenative synthesis, was used to

synthesize the singing voice samples using the Kaori and

Ken voice libraries. Songs recorded in JVS-MuSiC and

original passages were prepared and used. Singing voice

data with 44.1 kHz sampling and 16-bit linear quantization

were created using the Vocaloid Editor for Cubase

(ver. 4.5).

A whisper voice has no fundamental frequency or

overtone structure. Thus, at first glance, it would seem

that the sample singing voice does not need a melody.

However, in a synthetic singing voice, the timbre of the

voice changes in accordance with the pitch of the note.

This tendency directly affects the timbre of the whisper

voice that is generated. Furthermore, during the production

of the whisper part, it is necessary to listen to the song

lyrics and adjust the rhythm and timing many times to

match the accompaniment. Therefore, a provisional mel-

ody for the singing voice to be converted to a whisper voice

must be prepared.

Fig. 1 An example song used to convert from an
ordinary singing voice to a whisper voice: score and
lyrics for first four bars of ‘‘Spring Creek (Haru no
Ogawa),’’ a Ministry of Education song.

Fig. 2 Waveforms and spectrograms of original human singing voice and generated whisper voice [jvs089: male-voice
(Haru no Ogawa wa)].
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3.3.2. Whisper voice generation from virtual singers’

voice

The virtual singers’ voices were input into the phantom

silhouette module and converted into whisper voices. In

the conversion, parameters such as a moderate amount of

F1–F2 shift and high-frequency compensation value were

first set. These parameters and the cut-off frequency for

low-frequency suppression were adjusted to generate

desirable whispers for users. Figure 3 shows the wave-

forms and spectrograms of a virtual singer’s voice and the

generated whisper voice.

The parameters were further adjusted during music

creation to change the timbre so that the sound would

neither be buried in the accompanying instrumental sound

nor stand out too much.

3.4. Application to AI Singers’ Voice

3.4.1. Synthesis of AI singers’ voice samples

The NEUTRINO neural singing synthesizer

(ver. 1.0.0), which is based on a neural source-filter

(NSF) vocoder [12], a neural network, and the Merrow

and Nakumo voice libraries were used to create the AI

singers’ voice samples. The same songs as described in the

previous section were used.

MuseScore (ver. 3.6.2) was used to input lyrics and

melody and to create a MusicXML file. The MusicXML-

to-label program module was used to convert the Mu-

sicXML file for the song into a label format. The

NEUTRINO neural singing synthesizer estimated speech

parameters such as fundamental frequency, mel-cepstrum,

and aperiodicity indices from the label file.

NEUTRINO used the NSF neural vocoder and the

voice parameters to synthesize AI singers’ voice samples

with 48 kHz sampling and 16-bit linear quantization. The

NVIDIA T600 desktop GPU graphics card was installed in

the computer to accelerate computation.

3.4.2. Whisper voice generation from AI singers’ singing

voices

The AI singers’ voices were input into the phantom

silhouette module and converted into whisper voices. The

amount of F1–F2 shift, high-frequency compensation

value, and cut-off frequency for low-frequency suppression

were adjusted to generate desirable whispers. Figure 4

shows the waveforms and spectrograms of the AI singers’

voice and the generated whisper voice.

3.5. Comparison and Evaluation of Converted Whis-

pers

The virtual singing voices generated using the Vocaloid

voice synthesizer were generated by concatenative syn-

thesis. The whisper voices generated from the synthesized

singing voices exhibited characteristics different from the

whisper voice converted from the actual human voice, as

seen in Figs. 2 and 3. In the virtual singing voice (left side

of Fig. 3), the pitch changes between the first and second

beats (0.3–1.5 s), where the vowel sound continues, and the

harmonic structure shifts upward concurrently. However,

there are few formant transitions and amplitude changes

in that interval. Thus, in the whisper voice (right side of

Fig. 3), the same spectral envelope continues throughout

both the first and second beats. Listening to the generated

whisper voice reveals sounds resembling long connected

tones. If it is crucial to distinguish the note at each beat,

adding a short rest at the end of the first beat may be

necessary instead of following the score strictly.

In the AI singing voice generated by NEUTRINO (left

side of Fig. 4), the vocalization restarts from the beginning

of the second beat. Therefore, the volume and formant

transition change. In the whisper voice (right side of

Fig. 4), spectral changes are evident after the start of the

second beat. Listening to the generated whisper voice

reveals a break at the second beat.

Fig. 3 Waveforms and spectrograms of virtual singer’s voice synthesized using VOCALOID and generated whisper voice
[Kaori: female-voice (Haru no Ogawa wa)].
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The AI singing voices were synthesized using the

NSF neural vocoder and a neural network. These singing

voices were of higher quality than the virtual singing

voices generated by concatenative synthesis. Thus, the

more realistic the sample singing voice, the higher the

quality of the generated whisper voice.

3.6. Example of Song Production Using Whispers

Generated from Synthesized Singing Voices

3.6.1. Composition of the music and whispered parts

The following is an example of music production using

a synthesized singing voice and a generated whisper voice.

For this purpose, the author created a short piece of music

consisting of lyrics, melody, and instrumental accompani-

ment. In the song, whisper parts were inserted between the

ordinary singing parts. The scores are shown in Fig. 5. The

score on the left is the main melody for an ordinary singing

voice. The score and the piano roll on the right are for

whisper parts A and B.

The main vocal is the voice of a Japanese female AI

singer synthesized using NEUTRINO. Whisper part A is

the same singer’s voice converted into a whisper voice by

Singer: Merrow

Singer: Amy

Whisper vocal parts A and B Main vocal part

Singer: Merrow
A.

B.

yu ra gu a na ta no ko e to o ku u su re ru se na

ka sa sa ya ku shi ru e’ 

so re wa i tsu wa ri no’ ma bo ro shi

sa sa ya ku

shi ru e’ 

Fig. 5 Example of creating a song in which whisper voices are inserted between ordinary singing voices. Score on left is
main vocal melody for ordinary singing voice. Score and piano roll on right are for whisper voice part A and whisper
voice part B. Synthesized AI singer voices and virtual singer voices were used as samples.

Fig. 4 Waveforms and spectrograms of AI singer’s voice synthesized using NEUTRINO neural singing synthesizer and
generated whisper voice [Merrow: female-voice (Haru no Ogawa wa)].
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the phantom silhouette method. Whisper part B is based on

the voice of an American female virtual singer synthesized

using Vocaloid. It was also converted into a whisper voice.

The song was accompanied by an electronic piano

(Modartt Pianoteq 7), an electric bass (WAVES Bass

Fingers), and drums (Toontrack EZ DRUMMER 2). The

timbre of the whispers converted from singing voices

was adjusted many times to match the tone of the

accompaniment.

3.6.2. Comparison of parameters in the previous version

of phantom silhouette (PS-2) and the improved

version of phantom silhouette (PS-3)

Here, we compare the parameters set in the previous

version of the phantom silhouette (PS-2) and those in the

improved version of the phantom silhouette (PS-3). The

search range of fo by WORLD, the amount of F1–F2 shift,

the amount of high-frequency compensation, and the cutoff

frequency for low-frequency suppression are shown in

Table 1. There, we show the parameters for whispered

voice part A generated NEUTRINO’s AI singer and

whispered voice part B generated from Vocaloid’s virtual

singer.

PS-2 was designed for ordinary speech, so the fo search

range was from 71 Hz (D2) to 800 Hz (G5). However, the fo
pattern of the singing voice is generally higher and the

transition range is larger than those of the ordinary voice.

Therefore, the search range was extended from 40 Hz (E1)

to 2,000 Hz (B6) in the PS-3. Since the fo of the singing

voice is higher than that of the ordinary speech, the amount

of F1–F2 shift is set excessively small in the conventional

version of PS-2. In contrast, in the improved version of

PS-3, a larger F1–F2 shift is set. On the other hand, the

high-frequency compensation is set too high in the

conventional PS2 because of the high fo. In the improved

PS-3, however, it is set more moderately. The cutoff

frequency for low-frequency suppression, which has a

significant impact on timbre, was not changed in this song.

Figure 6 shows the final 3D spectrogram of the singing

voices. This example illustrates the potential use of

generated whispers.

4. CONCLUSION AND DISCUSSION

4.1. Phantom Silhouette Method and Restrictions

When Applying Singing Voice

4.1.1. Advantages of using singing voice as source

material

A singing voice needs to convey the pitch transitions

of the melody accurately. Therefore, the vocalization is

performed so that the fundamental frequency transitions

are transmitted clearly. Stable fundamental frequencies

and spectral envelopes were obtained for the human

singing voice, the Vocaloid virtual singing voice, and the

NEUTRINO AI singing voice.

In this experiment, the maximum value of the funda-

mental frequency search range with the WORLD vocoder

was changed from the maximal default value of 800 Hz to

2 kHz, which can occur in singing voices. As a result, the

fundamental frequency extraction using WORLD was also

stable, and reasonable estimates of the spectral envelope

were obtained. The initially expected difference in the

transition range of the fundamental frequency between the

ordinary speech and the singing voice had little effect on

the sound quality. Therefore, the whisper voices generated

on the basis of the fundamental frequency were also of

good quality.

For Mongolian khoomii singing and growl singing in

metal music, it is assumed that the estimation of the

fundamental frequency is difficult owing to the specifica-

tions of the unsuitability of the WORLD vocoder. How-

ever, from a practical application standpoint, such singing

is quite unlikely to be converted into whisper voice.

4.1.2. Restrictions due to singing voices

In the original phantom silhouette method, the param-

eters are adjusted by the median value of fo, which is also

Table 1 Comparison of conversion parameters between previous and improved versions for whisper vocal part A
(NEUTRINO: Japanese female ‘‘Merrow’’) and part B (Vocaloid: American female ‘‘Amy’’).

WORLD:
minimal pitch

(Hz)

WORLD:
maximal pitch

(Hz)

F1–F2 formant
shift amount

(Magnification
at 400 Hz)

Compensation
ratio of high-

frequency
component

Cutoff frequency for
suppression of low-
frequency spectrum

(Offset in Hz)

Part A: Previous Version:
71.0 800.0 0.80 1.81 0.0

(phantom silhouette 2.0)
Part A: Improved Version:

40.0 2,000.0 1.40 1.40 0.0
(phantom silhouette 3.1)

Part B: Previous Version:
71.0 800.0 0.79 1.82 0.0

(phantom silhouette 2.0)
Part B: Improved Version:

40.0 2,000.0 1.00 1.60 0.0
(phantom silhouette 3.1)
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used to distinguish male and female voices. However, in

singing voices, the transition range of fo is determined by

the melody. Therefore, when the fo median value is used

to estimate parameters in songs, inappropriate parameter

estimation and failure to distinguish between male and

female voices often occur. This problem restricts the use of

singing voices as the source material.

To overcome this restriction, the specifications of the

phantom silhouette method were modified. In the improved

method, all parameter adjustments are left to the user.

Changing the parameter values can greatly change the

timbre of the whispers. The user’s preferred whispered

timbre is obtained by changing the parameters little by

little so the user is more actively involved in creating

whisper voices. This openness gives the user more freedom

to create target whisper voices.

4.2. Possibilities and Future Challenges

4.2.1. Charm of expression of imperfect voices

The processes of voice production in the vocal organs

differ between ordinary speech and actual whispered

speech. The whisper voices generated using the phantom

silhouette method are a deformation of the ordinary speech

voices and therefore are different in principle from actual

whispered speech. It is thus vital to use the proposed

method with the understanding that it is only an alternative

method.

Similarly, the singing voices of virtual singers do not

entirely imitate that of a human being. Instead, the artificial

and mechanical impression they leave gives them their

unique appeal. This contradiction means that an artificially

colored whisper may be more acceptable than a whisper

completely indistinguishable from a human voice. In other

words, the fact that a quasi-whisper is different from a real

whisper may actually be an advantage. In this case, a

whispering module that is intuitively easy to understand

and can be parametrically processed might be practical.

4.2.2. Symbiosis with neural vocoder using DNN

Research on deep-learning whisper voice generation

based on deep neural networks (DNNs) has recently

progressed [13]. It is expected that generating higher-

quality whispers using a neural vocoder and other methods

will become possible.

In the meantime, the phantom silhouette method, based

on the WORLD vocoder, a traditional high-quality vocod-

er, can be applied to any source material, including human

voices and virtual singers’ voices generated by concate-

native synthesis and AI singers’ voices by using a neural

Merrow

Merrow Amy

(a) Main vocal: AI singer’s voice based on a Japanese female singer

Converted from Japanese female AI singer’s voice 

(c) Whisper part B: English lyric “phantom silhouette”

Converted from American female virtual singer’s voice

(b) Whisper part A: Japanese lyric “sasayaku shiruetto ”

Fig. 6 Spectrograms of (a) main vocal, (b) whisper voice part A, and (c) whisper voice part B. Last five bars of score are
shown in Fig. 5. Main vocal is voice of Japanese female AI singer synthesized using neural vocoder. Whisper part A is
same AI singer’s voice converted into whisper voice using phantom silhouette method. Whisper part B is based on voice
of American female virtual singer synthesized using concatenative synthesis. It was converted into whisper voice.
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vocoder. This ease of use is an advantage. Moreover, this

method has a light computational load, even in a computer

environment without GPU support. In this AI singing voice

experiment, singing voices synthesized using a neural

vocoder were converted into whisper voices using the

phantom silhouette method. This process was sequential

in that singing voices synthesized using an NSF neural

vocoder were analyzed, transformed, and resynthesized

using the traditional high-quality WORLD vocoder. In

other words, this is an example of cooperative use that

takes advantage of these two methods.

The advantage of the parametric transformation of the

phantom silhouette method is that it is clear which acoustic

attributes are being manipulated, which is vital for

applications in auditory research and for creating educa-

tional materials for speech education [14,15]. Future work

includes investigating the applicability of this method

while taking advantage of its merits.
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